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Left: A group of Traction women share a
weekend at The Guest House in Rhode
Island and take family photos

Traction Family Highlights
Traction has a new website! Go to
www.tractionlife.org to find out what’s new,
make donations and referrals

It’s Official—Traction Has a Home

Traction Family
buys the original
Traction 3—
family house.

The members of Cambridge Community Fellowship Church (CCFC) in Cambridge, MA
voted on Sunday, December 3rd to make Traction an official ministry of the church. This
will be impactful to the Traction community in the following ways:
1) Traction will have staff— Two Traction leaders will join the staff of Cambridge
Community Fellowship Church. Leslie Moore will assume the role of Traction Network Coordinator and Laura will be the Traction Network Administrator.
2) Traction will have greater structure and accountability– The process of moving towards a church based ministry encouraged the leaders of Traction to hone in on

After being told by a bank rep 4 years
ago that he had the worst credit score
she had ever seen—Henry Johnson
chose to remain in affordable housing
offered through Traction leaders to
save money to pay off debt.. His family
purchased the home in November.

the key components of the ministry that others could adopt with encouragement and
support. In addition, Traction staff have the support of the church’s leadership and
congregation to achieve the ministry’s mission.
3) The Traction ministry will focus on spreading the resource sharing model

Two Traction
communities
share a Thanksgiving Meal

more deeply into the life of Cambridge Community Fellowship Church–
The Traction staff will look to support CCFC members to organize creative ways to
share their resources with others in the community who may be experiencing housing
and stability challenges

Join us!

From volunteering, to praying, to giving—

Click here to participate in what
God is doing through Traction!

It was the men of Traction who opened
their home and cooked most of the
shared Thanksgiving meal this year.

Traction leaders
create support
structures
Traction leaders have carved out
monthly times to connect, share and
pray with one another

